JANUARY

INTERIORS FOCUS | Theory, Field Notes, Product in Placement, How I Sourced It, Profile
State-of-the-Art Projects

PRODUCT WELL | Breakdown, O+A, Dressing Room, Collaboration, Materiality, 360, Evolution, Inspiration, Steals+Splurges
High-Tech Products

FEATURED: Designer of the Year

SOURCES:
NEW RELEASES: Furniture, K+B, Textiles, Surfacing
PRODUCT FOCUS: Wall Coverings; IoT Products

CURIOS BOX (DECEMBER/JANUARY): Collaboration
Products that are the result of a collaboration with an outside designer.

ADVERTISING BONUS: Goes to Design Connections

Editorial: 11/2/18  Advert: 12/3/18  Materials: 12/7/18

FEBRUARY

INTERIORS FOCUS | Theory, Field Notes, Product in Placement, How I Sourced It, Profile
Communal Spaces

PRODUCT WELL | Breakdown, O+A, Dressing Room, Collaboration, Materiality, 360, Evolution, Inspiration, Steals+Splurges
Designs Made by Black Designers

FEATURED: Diversity in Design; History of POC in A+D

SOURCES:
NEW RELEASES: Architectural, Flooring, Lighting, Wall Coverings
PRODUCT FOCUS: K+B

ADVERTISING BONUS: AIM AD STUDY—Discover how i+s subscribers react to ads


MARCH

INTERIORS FOCUS | Theory, Field Notes, Product in Placement, How I Sourced It, Profile
Public Institutions and Memorials

PRODUCT WELL | Breakdown, O+A, Dressing Room, Collaboration, Materiality, 360, Evolution, Inspiration, Steals+Splurges
Designs Made by Women

FEATURED: History of Women in A+D

SOURCES:
NEW RELEASES: Furniture, K+B, Textiles, Surfacing
PRODUCT FOCUS: Acoustical Products

CURIOS BOX (MARCH): Acoustics
Products that address the challenge of acoustics in commercial spaces, surfaces from flooring to walls to ceilings and everything in between.

Editorial: 1/4/19  Advert: 2/1/19  Materials: 2/8/19

APRIL

INTERIORS FOCUS | Theory, Field Notes, Product in Placement, How I Sourced It, Profile
Industry-Certified Interiors

PRODUCT WELL | Breakdown, O+A, Dressing Room, Collaboration, Materiality, 360, Evolution, Inspiration, Steals+Splurges
Sustainable Products; Circular Lifecycle; Safety Products in Education

FEATURED: Combating Global Warming; Creating Safer Schools 20 Years After Columbine

SOURCES:
NEW RELEASES: Architectural, Flooring, Lighting, Wall Coverings
PRODUCT FOCUS: Flooring

CURIOS BOX (APRIL): Green Box
Products that are notable for their recycled content, recyclability, red list free or third-party certifications.

Editorial: 2/1/19  Advert: 3/1/19  Materials: 3/8/19

MAY

INTERIORS FOCUS | Theory, Field Notes, Product in Placement, How I Sourced It, Profile
Education; Hospitality; Retail

PRODUCT WELL | Breakdown, O+A, Dressing Room, Collaboration, Materiality, 360, Evolution, Inspiration, Steals+Splurges
Deeper insight into NeoCon Releases

FEATURED: Material Science

SOURCES: NeoCon Preview

CURIOS BOX (MAY): 2019 Trends
Colors, patterns and material trends for the year ahead.

ADVERTISING BONUS: Goes to NeoCon

Editorial: 3/1/19  Advert: 4/1/19  Materials: 4/8/19

JUNE

INTERIORS FOCUS | Theory, Field Notes, Product in Placement, How I Sourced It, Profile
Healthcare; Workplace

PRODUCT WELL | Breakdown, O+A, Dressing Room, Collaboration, Materiality, 360, Evolution, Inspiration, Steals+Splurges
Deeper insight into NeoCon Releases

FEATURED: Color Theory; Design Psychology

SOURCES: NeoCon Preview

CURIOS BOX (JUNE): NeoCon
The launching site of all that's new in product design and addresses key trends in the market.

ADVERTISING BONUS: Goes to NeoCon

EDITORIAL CALENDAR

MATERIALS PAVILLION 2019

Editorial: 4/1/19  Advert: 5/3/19  Materials: 5/10/19
JULY

INTERIORS FOCUS: [Theory, Field Notes, Product in Placement, How I Sourced It, Profile]
Local Trends Nationally

LOCAL TRENDS NATIONALLY

PRODUCT WELL: [Breakdown, Q+A, Dressing Room, Collaboration, Materiality, 360, Evolution, Inspiration, Steals+Splurges]
Made in America

FEATURED: Creating Authentic Stories

SOURCES:
NEW RELEASES: Furniture, K+B, Textiles, Surfacing
PRODUCT FOCUS: Lighting; Materials

CURIOUS BOX (JULY/AUGUST): Certified
Products featuring 3rd party certifications for sustainability - Greenguard, Petal, SCS Certified, FloorScore, and others.


AUGUST

INTERIORS FOCUS: [Theory, Field Notes, Product in Placement, How I Sourced It, Profile]
How is the Next Generation Transforming Spaces?

PRODUCT WELL: [Breakdown, Q+A, Dressing Room, Collaboration, Materiality, 360, Evolution, Inspiration, Steals+Splurges]
Well: Education-to-Office Products

FEATURED: University Issue; Student Concerns

SOURCES:
NEW RELEASES: Architectural, Flooring, Lighting, Wall Coverings
PRODUCT FOCUS: Carpet

CURIOUS BOX (JULY/AUGUST): Certified
Products featuring 3rd party certifications for sustainability - Greenguard, Petal, SCS Certified, FloorScore, and others.


SEPTEMBER

INTERIORS FOCUS: [Theory, Field Notes, Product in Placement, How I Sourced It, Profile]
The Merging of Fashion, Art, and Design

PRODUCT WELL: [Breakdown, Q+A, Dressing Room, Collaboration, Materiality, 360, Evolution, Inspiration, Steals+Splurges]

FEATURED: Trends to Watch

SOURCES:
NEW RELEASES: Furniture, K+B, Textiles, Surfacing
PRODUCT FOCUS: Furniture

CURIOUS BOX (SEPTEMBER): Obviously Influenced
Product design taking cues from nature or inspired by other objects including art and culture.

ADVERTISING BONUS: AIM AD STUDY—Discover how i+s subscribers react to ads


OCTOBER

INTERIORS FOCUS: [Theory, Field Notes, Product in Placement, How I Sourced It, Profile]
The Best Use of New Materials in Interiors

PRODUCT WELL: [Breakdown, Q+A, Dressing Room, Collaboration, Materiality, 360, Evolution, Inspiration, Steals+Splurges]
Multi-Disciplinary Approach to Products

FEATURED: Ground Breaking Materials

SOURCES:
NEW RELEASES: Architectural, Flooring, Lighting, Wall Coverings
PRODUCT FOCUS: Surfaces

Voting for 2019'S READERS' CHOICE opens for products featured in the year's Sources Pages

CURIOUS BOX (OCTOBER): High Drama
Products featuring vibrant colors, deep textures or bold patterns.

Editorial: 8/2/19  Advert: 9/3/19  Materials: 9/10/19

NOVEMBER

INTERIORS FOCUS: [Theory, Field Notes, Product in Placement, How I Sourced It, Profile]
What's Next for Interiors?

PRODUCT WELL: [Breakdown, Q+A, Dressing Room, Collaboration, Materiality, 360, Evolution, Inspiration, Steals+Splurges]
The Best Designs Using Current Trends

FEATURED: Research and Development

SOURCES:
NEW RELEASES: Furniture, K+B, Textiles, Surfacing
PRODUCT FOCUS: Textiles
EXTRAS: The CEU Issue

CURIOUS BOX (NOVEMBER): The Freestyle Box
Products selected by our sponsors that highlight their best new product offerings.


DECEMBER

INTERIORS FOCUS: [Theory, Field Notes, Product in Placement, How I Sourced It, Profile]
Best of 2019

PRODUCT WELL: [Breakdown, Q+A, Dressing Room, Collaboration, Materiality, 360, Evolution, Inspiration, Steals+Splurges]

FEATURED: Best of 2019

SOURCES: Readers' Choice Awards

CURIOUS BOX (DECEMBER): The Award Winners Box
This box will feature award winning products from the last year; tradeshow accolades, readers’ choice, winning design competitions.